
Rainbow Garden  

     An artist’s palette cannot contain the variety in color that is there to behold in the garden of this 

couple.  What a transformation from their first garden – a small bed of roses!  That was fifty years ago.                 

     Fifteen years ago, this couple built their current home and did all of their own landscaping on the 

property, including the trees.  Hostas were planted wherever they could find a little shade.  As the trees 

have grown, the hosta beds have expanded.   

In addition to hostas, they enjoy an assortment of other perennials and flowering shrubs.  Roses, 

delphinium, heuchera, lilies, hydrangea, astilbe, baptisia, clematis, along with hostas are some of their 

favorites. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Blue Flowerpots – Lori has a knack for creating colorful displays in containers.  The floral 

combinations in the blue pots yield a striking feast for the eyes. 

 

� Terrace Garden – One sunny corner of the yard steps down to a seating area with a fire pit.  

Seated, one faces the terrace garden with a variety of perennials some of which are 

specifically grown to attract monarchs. 

 

� Fairy Garden – The planting bed centered in the patio garden is home to a fairy garden.  A 

collection of miniature hostas provides a lovely landscape for the fairies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AHS Display Garden – Illinois Central College Arboretum and Gardens 

     Established in 1980, the Illinois Central College (ICC) Arboretum and Gardens began with a modest 

hosta collection.  In 1983, Roy Klehm of Klehm Nursery provided a huge boost to the hosta collection 

with a significant donation.  Following Klehm’s initial contribution, contributions from Green View 

Nursery, Hoerr Nursery, Tom Michelleti (Hosta Patch Nursery, retired), and others, the collection grew 

to over 300 taxa and was one of the gardens on display at the 1996 AHS convention.  In 2000, a Classic 

Hosta Collection was added.  We initially limited the number of plants in this garden to 32.  Additional 

classic hostas were added in 2014 to include the Benedict Garden Performance Medal Winners and 

more classics.  The gardens also include specific beds dedicated to the Hosta of the Year winners, to 

Mary Chastian Lakeside series hostas, and to Robert Solberg and Mark Zilis hostas.  There is also a bed 

dedicated to hostas of Japanese and Korean origins, as well as, a bed of only small and mini hostas for 

viewing.  Yet another contributor, White Oak Nursery, generously provided over 100 popular varieties in 

2017!   

Be Sure to Notice: 

� The Japanese Garden – The tranquility of the Japanese garden welcomes the visitor to pause to 

relax for a time. 

� The Water Garden – Work your way to the outer limits of the gardens to find a small Koi pond 

with beautiful water lilies. 

� The Master Gardener Garden – Peoria area Master Gardeners have designed and continue to 

maintain floral, herbal, and vegetable plots. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hilltop Garden  

     One hosta – that’s all it took to get this couple hooked – and thus began their addiction.  Their first 

hosta came into their yard about 20 years ago during the construction of their house on a steep lot.  

Their daughter-in-law planted a hosta in the side yard.  The following spring it was lovely and the hosta 

obsession has blossomed from there.  The current collection includes about 600 varieties. 

As with everything, things change.  An ice storm took out many trees allowing more light to penetrate 

the yard.  They are now able to expand their collection to plants that are more sun-loving.  They have 

also discovered that some of their hostas actually enjoy the sun. 

This couple believe gardening is good for the soul as well as the body and are looking forward to sharing 

their garden with MRHS attendees. 

 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Fairy Gardens – This yard must be sprinkled with fairy dust, as one feels as if they are entering a 

magical garden.  You will want to take your time to stroll through the garden so you don’t miss 

all there is to enjoy.  Don wouldn’t want the fairies to be left “out in the cold” all the time, so he 

has constructed homes for their comfort! 

 

� Whimsical Wonders – Angels, birds, butterflies, and mushrooms are just a few of the assortment 

of decorative pieces these gardeners have strategically placed in their flower beds. 

 

�  Handmade Birdhouses – Don is a whiz with a saw and has handcrafted numerous birdhouses.  

Perhaps someone will give us a count by the time the convention is through touring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Tranquil Sanctuary  

          On this small lot rests a 100-year-old Arts and Crafts bungalow, but the yard has been shaped and 

molded ever since these gardeners moved in twenty years ago.  Like the interior of the home, the 

garden has been developed in that style, with strong architectural form, formal structure, lush planting 

and a strong presence of native woodland and prairie plants.   

     The garden is formed with a series of spaces that include an entrance garden, a column garden, a 

patio garden, a shade garden, a vegetable border and a sun border.  The back is laid out axially with a 

central flagstone path connecting the back door with the back gate.  Through the length of the garden, 

walls and benches run parallel to the axis to both emphasize and strengthen the axis.  Overlying and 

fragmenting the flagstone path is a bluestone patio shifted from the axis to create more depth. 

     An arbor gate, covered with bittersweet, acts as an entry into the rear gardens.  The profile of the 

arbor was designed to reflect the angled window framing of the house.  In the shade garden, an arc of 

hydrangea and a stone bench form a circular space, representational of a council ring.  Throughout the 

garden, especially with the hosta and groundcovers, there are rich underplantings of spring bulbs, 

wildflowers and fall crocus.  This extends the seasonal interest, especially into the early spring as the 

garden first awakens. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Fragrant Containers – Enjoy the aroma of basils, rosemary, and other herb found in pots on the 

patio.  What better place to try out new dishes than on the grill on the patio! 

� Glass Art – Glass balls hanging from the arbor as one enters the back yard and glass artwork 

“popping up” in the garden hints of the artistic side these gardeners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Whimsical Garden  

     In the past twenty or so years they have been hosta gardening, this couple has made a radical shift in 

their hosta displays.  In the beginning, their landscaping began by planting mostly Royal Standard hostas 

in a circular ring around each of the twenty trees in their front yard.  This mimicked a neighbor’s yard 

that employed a Japenese gardener. – That looked pretty classy!     Hovever, this homeowner got dizzy 

every time he mowed the yard, so he decided there must be a better way to landscape. 

     At one point, the couple joined the CHIS and took the opportunity to go on the club’s bus trip to 

Champaign, IL.  After visiting the Weber and Metz gardens, Connie told Dan, “Get rid of the grass and 

plant hostas.”  Naturally, Dan replied, “Yes, dear,” and the transformation began. 

     Dan would remove some grass, plant hostas, repeat.  He would see what worked, what looked good, 

add some companion plants, move this, throw in some hardscape and yell at the deer.  This couple 

would also visit CIHS member gardens and go on bus trips to glean additional ideas.  The garden is 

always evolving, changing, and reflecting their current interests and passions.  They look forward to their 

time in the garden and look forward to having others visit and enjoy as well. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Whimsical Art – A tea kettle mobile, a ladybug bowling ball,and dinner plate floral art are just a 

sampling of the unique pieces you will see strategically situated in the McConnell garden. 

� Decorative Metalwork – Wrought iron fencing and other metal framework pieces may be found 

sharing space with the hosta and other plants in the garden. 

� Galvanized Planters – Along with traditional Terra Cota pots and planters, one is sure to spot the 

galvanized buckets and tubs used as planters in the garden.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mounds of Opportunity  

     Hosta gardening was the farthest thing from this homeowner’s conception of the ideal garden.  She 

was raised by a mother who lovingly tended a large sunflower garden.  So over twenty years ago, when 

Carol was ready to start her own flower garden, she resented the large shade area in the back yard of 

her home.  She was inspired, however, by a former high school classmate’s beautifully designed 

shade/hosta garden. 

     The previous owners of the property had completed a room addition with a basement underneath.  A 

portion of the soil was left mounded between two soft maple trees in the back yard.  This is where her 

hosta garden began.   

     It has been asked if someone helped with the design of the garden and she responds with, “It 

evolved.  I would carve out a new garden space, gain confidence then start a new one.” 

 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Hyper Tufa and Cement Planters – Numerous containers filled with impatiens can be found 

tucked between hostas in the back yard planting mound.  Other containers rest proudly on 

pedestals boasting their colorful display. 

� Sun-loving Flowers – This yard is blessed with a mixture of sun and shade.  The daylily and 

Asiatic lily collection should be in their full glory in time for the MRHS Convention Tour.  In 

addition to the lilies, one will find yarrow, phlox, bee balm, daisies, and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Variety Garden  

     This approximately one acre yard is a work in progress.  For these gardeners, their love of hostas has 

grown over the fifteen-plus years they have been collecting and so has the need to develop additional 

planting areas.  On display are over 300 varieties which they work together to maintain.   

     Hostas are only one of the plethora of floral attractions to be found in this garden.  Thanks to the 

combination of sun and shade, they are able to grow a wide variety of plants.  Also gracing the yard are 

dwarf conifers, daylilies, and hydrangea to name a few.  This couple loves to share their passion for 

gardening with all who step into their piece of paradise.   

Be Sure to Notice: 

� The Water Garden – Complete with Koi, waterfalls, and bogs, the water garden aids with the 

serene ambiance one feels when visiting the yard.  Hostas and companion plants help round out 

the landscaping at the water’s edge. 

 

� The Lotus Bog – In the few short years the lotus bog has been a part of the garden, it has 

provided a spectacular display of bloom in the midst of the summer. 

 

� The Daylilies – These gardeners love all that blooms and that includes daylilies.  You will be 

greeted by a large variety of these flowers as you pull up to their curb, then walk along the 

driveway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Step Back in Time  

 

     Situated on a corner, covering nearly an acre of land, this gardens surround the original Victorian 

homestead. The gardens here have evolved for over 100 years, lovingly tended over those years by five 

generations, beginning with the original German immigrant family who built the house. The house and 

gardens are steeped in historical lore, and were one time a scene of grape vineyards and a wine garden.   

 

     A large collection of hosta thrives here, thanks to the passion of the previous gardener, Romaine 

Franzgrote, and many of the trees and shrubs are 50 to 100 years old. A walk around this garden reveals 

a constantly changing canvas of trees, shrubs, perennials, herbs and annuals, growing in several 

connected areas of full shade to full sun.  
 
     The present gardeners have been adding their own touches for over 30 years, and are committed to 

preserving the sense of beauty and place that embraces the house and their family.  
 
 
Be Sure to Notice: 

 

� The Barn-Carriage House – This structure in the back has served as a home to horses, chickens, 

rabbits and more, and the soil is rich and fertile as a result. 

 

� The Stone Well – Humming birds often find their way this unique well as a trumpet vine 

cascades over the structure.  Of course, the feeder strategically placed above the well doesn’t 

hurt either. 

 

� The Herb Garden – Situated next to the smaller shed on the property is the herb garden.  For 

years, this gardener sold herb plants and herb-related items from the shop she once ran on the 

property.  She also contributed weekly herb gardening articles to The Peoria Journal Star. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garden on a Hill  

     As a child, this gardener found delight in growing zinnias, marigolds, and other flowers from the seed 

starter kits she was given.  Through the years, her passion for sun-loving perennials grew as did the size 

of her flower gardens.  Her gardening life changed in the 1980’s when she moved to a home with a yard 

having practically no sun.  A friend shared some lancifolias with her.   That was all it took to become a 

hostaholic!  She moved several more times, toting starts of her beloved lancifolia with each move, 

before settling into her current location. 

     The couple has expanded the garden many times to its current design, which now features over 250 

different hosta varieties in about a quarter acre space. Maybe the most striking feature is a pergola, 

which replaced a number of oak trees, which died leaving one of the hosta beds in full sun. A friend 

offered to build the pergola to replace the oaks, which was a real challenge.  It was built over the 

existing hosta bed, which varies from three feet to fifteen feet in depth. Another issue was that there is 

a drop in the elevation of about ten feet from one end to the other. This was a challenge, but it was 

accomplished without having to move a single hosta. The pergola’s intricate design is impressive for its 

adaptation to the terrain and its varying height. 

     The garden features a number of hosta beds mingled with a large variety of companion plants, 

hydrangea, conifers, evergreens, and rhododendron. Since there are no flat areas on the property, 

which overlooks a small lake, the gardens are terraced with one garden spilling into the next.  Sun-loving 

perennials are still a favorite.  So in addition to the many hosta beds, a large perennial garden is 

featured in a sunnier location on the property. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Antique Focal Points – The garden features antique fountain pieces, statues, hitching posts, urns 

and other containers, along with a large collection of English chimney pots.  

� Potted Succulents and Other Annuals – Hypertufa pots hold interesting succulents (perhaps 

even in bloom when you arrive).  As well, gorgeous begonias, impatiens, and other annuals are 

attractively positioned in containers throughout the garden.  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Small, but Mighty  

 

     Much of 1998 was spent establishing this garden.  That’s when seventeen varieties of hosta were 

introduced to the yard and they have not been divided since!  Every year they have added to the garden, 

including 3 selections from the American Conifer Society each year.   

 

     The focus of the garden is conifers, Japanese maples and sedum.  This includes about 120 dwarf 

conifers, 30 Japanese maples and 40 sedum.  Hostas are planted on the north side of the home under a 

canopy of Japanese maples. 

 

     The plants are labeled with the botanical name, date planted and the source of the plant material. 

 

     Only two large trees call the property home, so most of the garden is in full sun, which works very 

well for the conifers and sedum. 

 

     The Japanese Maples do very well on the north side of the home because this area is cooler in the 

spring and the new growth starts later in the year.  The Japanese maples planted on the south and west 

sides of the home have been killed by late spring frosts, since they start to grow earlier in the spring due 

the warmth of this southern or western exposure.  The Japanese Maples on the north side also provide 

excellent shade for the hostas. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Roth Daylilies  

Transforming the yard at the family farm into a daylily delight takes time, talent, and resilience.  This 

gardener put all those together to create a three-acre patchwork of colorful blooms.  Nine years ago, 

she purchased 800 established clumps of daylilies.—Then, the work began.  Garden plots were tilled and 

soil amended; holes were dug; plants were dug, hauled, and planted.  The work has increased ever 

since.  And today, the garden is home to more than 3,000 varieties! 

During the blooming season, much of the day is spent pollinating the plants.  The pollinating seems to 

have “blossomed,” as there are now thousands of seedlings.   

Plans are to create an expansive butterfly garden on the property, as well.   

Be sure to notice: 

� Artistic Attractions – Be sure to keep your eyes open for the clever additions sprinkled 

throughout the display gardens.  Among the flowers, you will find chairs transformed into flower 

seats, glass insulators, animal statuary, collectible watering cans, and the list goes on. 

� Framed Succulents – Picture frames have been repurposed into succulent wall hangings. 

� Fairy Gardens – They may be found in flowerpots, in birdbaths, and in hypertufa pots!  

� Hosta Displays – Mature clumps of hostas also occupy the landscape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Backyard Bliss  

     This one acre wooded lot hosts a spectacular array of garden treasures.  In 2000, this couple moved 

into their newly built home.  Three years later when she started planting beds around the perimeter of 

the house, the “hosta gardening bug” hit and the only solution to the condition was to continue adding 

to the collection.  So in 2007, a hosta bed was added to the front portion of the wooded area of their lot.  

Since then a gradual progression of plantings has continued to the end of the lot.   

    Over 300 varieties of hostas are all identified with metal labels.  The garden includes an assortment of 

clematis, hydrangeas, irises, helleborus, hibiscus, lilacs, roses, and many other sun-loving and shade-

loving perennials and shrubs.  Highlighted features include a white limestone, s-shaped stairway leading 

down a large sloped hosta area to even more showcased hosta beds, a fire pit, and a 32-foot wooden 

bridge over a creek.  Across the bridge, white limestone steps lead up to an arbor and more hosta beds.   

     You will enjoy exploring the aesthetic mix their garden offers. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Garden Art - The garden contains numerous statuary and garden art strategically placed to 

appeal to the eye. 

� Unique Rocks - Beautiful Colorado rocks and other unique rocks found at a Colorado rock shop 

provide colorful accents throughout the garden.  The collection includes Mookaite Jasper from 

Australia, Fuchsite Mica from Brazil, Tiger Eye from Africa, Blue Amazonite, and Porcelanite 

Jasper.   

� Unusual Wood Pieces - Large cottonwood bark pieces were used uniquely to erect natural walls 

to define garden beds.  Artistically shaped driftwood found along the creek bed and along the 

Arkansas River in Colorado create scenic interest throughout the garden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Luthy Botanical Garden  

     The Botanical Garden was opened in November 1951, while the hosta garden was started in the late 

1990’s and redesigned in 2003.  The rather modest 60’ X 120’ Hosta Glade is shaded by the large oaks of 

the woodland garden in the six-acre Luthy Botanical Garden.  It is naturalistic in design, using curvilinear 

lines and sweeping masses.  The planting, started in May 2003 and was completed by that fall.  Over the 

years, it has expanded and changed to accommodate the loss of two large oaks.   

     This hosta collection places a greater emphasis upon the tried and true performers that a home 

gardener can utilize with great success.  Many of the best cultivars, for the home garden, are those that 

tend to be vigorous growers, show some slug resistance and/or exhibit sun tolerance. 

     The garden displays hosta within a mixed border, planted with trees, shrubs, perennials, 

groundcovers, and bulbs.  Within the garden, shrubs like boxwood, witchhazel, black jetbead, panicle 

hydrangea, virburnum and spirea, serve as a backdrop for the hosta, providing both structure and 

seasonal interest for the garden.  In spring, the garden glows with daffodils underplanted among the 

hostas and shrubs.  A small clearing, created among the hosta, provides a quiet refuge from which to 

admire the garden or a favorite hosta.  Hostas bearing fragrant flowers, life ‘Fragrant Bouquet’, ‘Fried 

Bananas’, ‘Royal Standard’, ‘Honeybells’, and ‘Aphrodite’, are planted around this space to tantalize the 

senses.  With this garden, the goal is to promote the development of knowledge and interest in hostas. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� The Herb Garden – Peoria Herb Guild members established and continue to help maintain the 

herb garden.  The garden is divided into medicinal, fragrant, culinary, and apothecary sections. 

� The Conservatory – A tropical paradise awaits the visitor who enters the doors. 

� Crabapple Cove – Here, you will find a colorful display of perennials and flowering trees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Celestial Garden  

     Fostered by the examples of parents, grandparents, and a dear aunt, this couple’s love of gardening 

began as youths.  The “hosta passion” began in 1987 after going on a garden walk.  It opened a whole 

new and amazing world, desiring to create the “feel” of what was felt in those gardens.  In the 

beginning, they had two hostas – the “green and white” and the “white and green”, chrysanthemums, 

hens & chickens, marigolds and other annuals…plus, a vegetable garden. 

     The week of that 1987 tour, one of the hosts shared five new hosta plants – H. ‘Gold Standard’, H. 

‘Lancifolia’, H. ‘Chinese Sunrise’, H. ‘Birchwood Parky’s Gold’, and H. ‘Royal Standard’ – with the couple.  

Not knowing any better, a small bed was created by the shed under the existing soft maples.  Soon after, 

the swing set was removed, the sandbox emptied and the sand tilled in to enlarge the bed.  Each year 

thereafter, they removed more grass for additional beds until even the vegetable garden was all hosta.   

     There is a quote that says “One is nearer God’s heart in a garden than anywhere else on earth.”  This 

gardener would expand that further and say “one is nearer their friends and family in the garden than 

anywhere else on earth! “  Why does she say that?  Some friends once said hosta should be called the 

“Friendship Plant” and they were so right!  They have made a new world of friends since 1987 and 

shared so many wonderful experiences.   

     Since being in a garden is being close to God, friends and family, this couple likes to think of their 

garden as a Celestial Garden or Heaven on Earth – a place to come and relax (even while working).  It is a 

place of tranquility and peace, where spirits can be refreshed.  It is a place of magic, a place to reflect 

and enjoy all the things they dream of…to be at peace with themselves and to reach out to nature and 

the galaxy of the sun, moon, and stars.  So, it is no surprise they have the hosta of the heavens included 

in their collection – H.  ‘Sun Power’, H. ‘August Moon’, H. ‘Blue Heaven’, to name a few. 

     There are many angels in this Celestial Garden – for example, H. ‘Blue Angel’, H. ‘Guardian Angel’, H. 

‘Archangel’ – whose impact and influence lingers daily and provides the couple with wonderful 

memories in this Illinois Prairieland. 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� The “Benedict Friendship Garden” – Dedicated in honor of a hosta loving couple, this area 

includes plants and statuary shared by friends. 

� The Tropical Corner – A small pond welcomes one to enter the area that boasts a warm, relaxing 

feel.  One may sense the tropics with the canopy of leaves of the banana trees, the sway of the 

elephant ears, and the brilliant colors of the canna. 

 

 

 



The Master’s Touch  

     This yard is an oasis of refreshment in this otherwise ordinary neighborhood.  Thirteen years ago, 

when this couple bought their house, the yard was a disaster – no grass, full of weeds, no desirable 

plants.  Though the new homeowner had worked at gardening nurseries in Illinois since emigrating from 

Mexico when he was 19, he didn’t have any personal home gardening experience.  Trial-and-error best 

describes his method of learning to fashion his yard into a masterpiece. 

     This gardener works diligently to save plants in the mark-down section or those headed for the 

compost heap.  The Master carefully provides a generous supply of TLC to each treasured find.   He 

wraps containers generously with burlap before tenderly placing them in the garage for their winter’s 

nap.  It takes many hours of preparation for winter storage, but the plants fail not to perform their best 

for the Master who lovingly cares for them. 

     Transforming this one time “desert” into an oasis has provided this homeowner with great delight.  

He spends countless hours planting, pruning, amending, and watering his garden.  But he takes the time 

on summer evenings to simply sit out in his yard to relax to enjoy the fruits of his labor.  He looks 

forward to sharing the joy with you, his guests. 

 

Be Sure to Notice: 

� Conifer Collection – A stunning assortment of conifers may be seen from the front to the back of 

his property.  One cannot miss the white weeping spruce that towers over the back yard. 

� Japanese Maples - Some 30 Japanese maples are carefully nurtured to create a fabulous display 

in containers throughout the yard. 

� Three-tiered Fountain – Another rescued treasure, the fountain is the focal point of the side 

yard. 

� Water Garden – A tricolor beech affords a canopy over the koi pond.  The fish find safe harbor 

beneath the leaves of the flowering waterlilies. 

 


